
Shadow 1241 

Chapter 1241 - Fighting Each Other 

The sound of the explosion, the cracking of the shield, the sound spreads across Heaven and Earth. 

The fluctuation causes tearing in the space between the area that separated the distance between 

Amara and Azief 

Below them, the land burns. 

The power of that thunder when it hit upon a mountain, the mountains disintegrated into dust. When 

its strikes the sea, a huge part of the seas turns into gas. 

When it hit upon the ground, tens of thousands of kilometers of land disintegrated into dust and the arc 

of lightning slithers across the lands, burning forest and dissipating rivers. 

As for the shields that shattered because of the collision, the blast cut apart the space and bends gravity 

around it, creating gales of powerful pressure appearing and dispersing in random places, creating more 

havoc and calamity all over Heaven and Earth 

Each time the thunder strikes the shield, the shield explodes but there are more shields that substitute 

the shattered shields. 

Bua s there are as many shields in the sky, there is also the same amount of thunderbolts. 

One uses the Laws of the world to punish, the other one uses the energy of the world to defend. 

Each thunder had a breath of laws of the world but as the world is more distorted and in chaos, the 

power of the thunder decreases every few seconds. 

Even so, the sight of these two beings fighting against each other is like the coming of the End of Days. 

Earth X is unlike Earth Prime which has World Orb to quickly heals the world. And this world itself is in 

the middle of disintegrating so Amara went all out and since Amara went all out, if Arial did not respond 

in kind, he would be the one that would be wronged. 

The sight itself is very incredible. One person waving a finger, creating a skyscape filled with colorful 

shields, and another person pointing a finger to the sky summoning divine thunders. 

Below them, the world is destroyed. Above them, space is bending. 

Azief borrows the power of the sun, the moon, the stars and the energy is between. 

The energy around him become even more concentrated and the deriving of Laws is faster but the 

attack of the thunder bolts which should have weakened suddenly become more intense 

'Amara also know that her power would decrease' he thought to himself 

If not for the fact that Amara is weakened a bit because of the current situation, how could Azief bears 

such a concentrated attack. 

This is not simply heavenly Thunder. 
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But it is a refined heavenly thunder forged with divine intent. 

It reminds him of his past tribulation where the Extermination thunder tries to punish him. 

But the Extermination thunder has ninety-nine path of death but one path of survival. This thunder that 

is bombarding him, has no path of escape. 

What it means that it would not give a chance. 

The Extermination Thunder in the end is used to punish Perfection but at the same time, it could be 

overcome because it is a blessing and a calamity at the same time. 

However, these red thunderbolts that Amara had rained down upon him is create by Amara to only 

destroy. If it hits and Azief body could not withstand it, there is no chance of survival. 

They fought each other and the battle had already touched upon the laws of the world. 

And this is just an opening moves. 

Both of them did not use their trump card just yet. 

Amara is still pointing her finger toward the sky and the thunder still rained down and Azief keep waving 

his finger creating thousand more of such shield all over his head. 

He even created shield in front of him, behind him and below him as some of these thunderbolts 

becomes like a snake and dragons and tries to attack him from any place that is opens. 

The sight is incredible. Dragons formed by the Laws of the world is attacking Azief from all directions. 

'Amara, do not know how to listen to reason!' Azief complained in his heart. 

If only she could listen to what he has to say. 

Instead, he is now being attack by countless bolts of thunder. More and more clouds appear and 

stacking on top of each other. 

The size of the area of the clouds shrinks but the power condensed even more. Azief even at this 

moment greedily absorbs Universal energy. 

He could breakthrough to Essence Creation but he doesn't think that this is the right moment. If he 

broke through right now, all of his effort of Perfection path would be destroyed. 

Instead Azief is waiting for the right moment. 

He waited for Amara to lose her power. 

The world translucent state become even more ethereal and Azief could sense that the level of power 

that Amara possess is decreasing 

That is the reason why the clouds gather around him and bombarded him. The power of the bolts of 

thunder become even more exaggerated as each trials of thunder seems to cut space. 

BOOOM! 



BOOM! 

The sound of the explosion created rippling shockwaves and the undulation of energy coming from the 

thunderbolts that collided with the energy shield created a ripple of shockwaves that shot to the starry 

skies 

The area around seven feet of Azief radius is like a thunder field. 

At first, the bolts of thunders came in pairs. Then it forms dozens. Then to hundreds until there tens of 

thousands of thunderbolts that is shot out. 

Azief waves his fingers. 

But the movement of his waving fingers right now created tens of thousands of shields. 

His body is taking the energy of the stars so much that the nearest star around this planet had already 

dimmed. 

Azief also notices something at this moment. He notices that even the starry skies are affected with the 

time changing magic. 

And he frowned. 

'This is…...' Azief began feeling that there is more secret about how Arial travel through time. 

No matter how powerful Amara is in her home world and how many Laws in this world she could 

commands, Azief knew for a fact that Amara could not affect the universe she is in. 

Of course, if somehow the planet that she was in control of were destroyed, while her strength would 

dissipate it did not mean she would become mortal 

After all, even from the very beginning, she is a deity. 

Even though she was a lower level deity, she is still a deity. Azief saw her during the First generation and 

saw how she rose to the top 

But right now the energy of time that supposed to only affect this planet had spread out toward the 

starry skies and making even the skies and the stars dimmed. 

It might seem a long time since it takes a minutes or two but when you understood how certain stars 

and certain planets is separated by astronomical units, then this is practically the speed of light 

It is impossible that Amara speck of magic power is enough to even enroach the starry skies. 

There is something or someone else! That is his conclusion. 

Azief thought of all of this in the split second that he senses the energy of time up there in the starry 

skies.  

He is still producing shield after shield to fight against the bombardment of thunder that is surrounding 

him. 

It is not like he does not want to combat Amara but right now, he is waiting for Amara power to level off 



Amara suddenly opens her eyes and her icy cold eyes look toward Azief. She has a complicated 

expression on her face right now. her finger is still pointed upwards 

But her eyes are open. She tries to see the fate of this person with her eyes but there is nothing she 

could see. This alone had proven that this person is from the Outworld. 

However, she should have seen something. 

Anything. 

But she sees nothing. 

The feeling is very weird when she looks at him. 

She could not even see any threads of karma or lines of connection. 

There are no such living beings like this. 

The only way to explain it is that this person is shielded by someone or something. 

This only makes her even more warier. 

At first she thought that by bombarding him with tens of thousands of thunderbolts that is forged from 

her Divine Anger would destroy this invader. 

But, she miscalculated something. In order to let Arial, go back to the past to fulfill the prophecy of the 

Ages, everything had to return to the past. 

In that moment, she also knows she would be vulnerable. 

But, she knows that there are no other deities that could stop her. When she wins the Battle of the 

Gods, she wields all the authority of this world. 

One thing she did not expect was the sudden appearance of an Outworld invader. 

The reason why she was so angry is because Amara thought that the invader waited for this moment to 

attack her. 

Which could mean that the invader knows her plan 

This plan is not only for her but for the prosperity of the world 

This would seal an entire era. 

To her, Azief is a scheming Outworld invader who wanted to use this moment to break the luck and 

fortune of her world. How could she not be angry? 

She then put her finger down. The moment she did that the thunder slowly slows down. But Azief who is 

looking at this frown 

'Since this could not work, then I guess I have to fight you using my physical body!' she shouted and then 

she suddenly become a titanic figure, and the translucent world seems to be affected by the force that is 

being emanated by Amara titanic body. Such a titanic body created such a massive force that it causes 

the space to shakes and vibrates at such an extreme speed that it breaks and tears. 



Chapter 1242 - Throwing The Moon 

Azief at that same time also had derived all the Laws and he also exploded with power. 

A titanic figure also appears with the same face as Azief. Azief had summoned his Law Avatar and the 

Law Avatar he is using is his Universal Law Avatar 

By now, the world is already translucent and Amara and Azief fight no longer affects Arial world. Instead, 

they are now basically in the starry skies. 

All the while, time is regressing backward. 

All of this happened in the span of a few second from Amara putting her finger down to her becoming a 

titanic form. It is also just a fraction of a moment when Azief summons his Law Avatar. 

Azief saw Amara put her finger down and he knew Amara is about to attack.  

The moment she put her finger down, the last defense of this Earth from turning into a void is released. 

And that is why Azief also summons his Law Avatar and the Law Avatar he summons is the one that is 

most suitable to fight against Amara at this moment. 

The Universal Law Avatar. 

The energy of the Universe is all over him right now. 

If he summons the Law Avatar of the Ancient Runic Law, there is not enough Law of runes around here 

for him to use runes to overwhelm Amara. 

The moment that Law Avatar appears Azief become titanic form of the Law itself. 

And the distance between him and Amara who also turns into a titanic form is only few inches. 

Amara saw this and punch toward him. the stars nearby exploded because of the pressure. But Azief 

only smirks. 

He deflected the punch with his hand. 

BBBOM! 

Both of their hands clashed and like a clash of particles, it created massive energy shockwave all over 

the area 

The moment he deflected Amara punch, he ejected mass power over the space around him 

The plasma in space disintegrated into nothingness, the moment he deflected that punch. 

The entire space around them seems to wrinkle 

The force of that punch created a hole in space and the ripples of the energy causes one of the 

volcanoes in one of the planets in this world galactic systems to be activated. 

One of the deserted planets suddenly spews volcanoes and one of the planet in the directions of that 

deflected strike force cracked. 
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Azief then cross punch toward Amara face. 

The moment his hand moves, all the debris around space in the radius of millions of kilometers burst 

into nothingness because of the mass pressure pressing down on them. 

If they were any living beings around the area of the battle, they might explode into particles of blood, 

like they were exploding from the inside because of the sudden rise of gravity pressure 

Even though they are now in titanic form, their movement is very fast and swift and it is hard to think 

that they are fighting as fast as they are in the size they are 

They are basically like the description of Titans of old. Each moves they make create disaster and 

calamity because of the pressure of their power 

But, even as titanic they are, they were agile and fast. And that is even more obvious now that they are 

fighting in space. 

And in space, without the Earth to contrast as a scale, Azief and Amara look like a small normal human. 

When they were in Earth X, they do look titanic but that is when you compare the size of that planet to 

their size. 

But in the Universe, the vast Universe which space seems endless and infinite, they just look like ants 

But, the force of their power is overwhelming e everything around them. 

When Azief countered with another punch Amara pull back her hand that was deflected before. Azief 

grab that hand but Amara did not stop pulling back 

Even though Azief tries to hold it tight, Amara turns her hand into a state of gas. Azief was not expecting 

that and Amara uses that had to cross her hand together and blocks that punch 

BOOOM! 

The impact of the force of collision force both of them to retreat backward. The magnetic fields between 

them seems to be in a state of flux. 

The Sun in the distance is also affected by their battles launches solar flares all of a sudden. The planets 

that is cracked in the distance is cracking even more. 

There is signs that the planet is about collapse into itself because of the pressure of the battle 

enveloping that planet 

That is how powerful the pressure of their fight is. 

Because of the punch they both were also affected because of the shockwave. 

Amara was push backward, each time her feet gets backward, it spans tens of thousands of kilometers 

and the force created powerful space disturbance. 

Amara stop only when she is near the Moon. 

She looks at the Moon and then took the planet and then hurls it toward Azief 



Azief looking at this was shocked. 

'Shit, you can even do that!' Even though Amara is no longer having the home world advantage, it turns 

out this goddess still have such a powerful physique and methods 

The gravitational binding energy of the Moon in his Earth is 120 million, trillion gigajoules. 

And even though this is a different world, Azief believes the same gravitational binding energy is more of 

the same for this world 

But Amara just took that moon and hurls it towards him 

Azief simply punch it and the Moon exploded. 

The force of that punch created shockwaves as the moon exploded. One must understand that to blow 

up the Moon unless you deliver 120 million, trillion gigajoules energy in one go, the Moon will just crack 

apart and reform into a sphere. 

To blow it up, you'll need to drill mine shafts hundreds of kilometers deep, all over the Moon, and drop 

a total of 600 billion of the largest nuclear bombs ever built down them. 

But Azief just punches it and it exploded. With Universal body, he uses Universal energy and the 

moment it exploded, the energy contained in the moon is absorbed by him. 

The debris of the moon that exploded crash with other debris in space. 

The moment it collided with each other a momentous shockwave is produced 

The gravitational pulls amongst planets seems to be disturbed. 

But even at right this moment, the time force that has erupted since Arial first activated the magic circle 

is still spreading. Azief even in his battle with Amara could notice this. 

Most of the debris that was splintered by the explosion of the moon had its impact energy reduced 

because of gravity but that also depends on the area. Some are reduced it because of the orbital speed 

level 

But some places which has its orbit mess up because of Azief force cause the moon debris to have a 

larger amount of impact energy 

The smaller debris, even the size of a stone is still lethal because they are numerous. 

Some of it burned because of the force while some of it collided with other debris in space. 

Some of the debris also spread out into rings around the planets. 

The galaxy of this Earth does not have that much difference form Azief Earth. 

It also had a Moon and a Sun. 

If there is a difference it was that the Moon of Arial world seems to contain magic and even its Sun 

contains magic. 

Azief notices it when he punches the Moon into smithereens. 



He could feel the souls that is present in the moon screams as it was annihilated. In the Moon of Arial 

world, there seems to be living beings. 

Some planets are also affected by the Moon. 

It is not entirely only because of the moon. Azief punches with the force of Universal energy that have 

not been seen before in this Universe for a long time 

The shockwave that resulted from the punch spread out even farther than even Azief could imagine. 

Some planets tilt and some wobbles like it is about to go out of its orbit. 

This is what happen when Azief does not hold back. 

And it is only possible right at this moment. 

The world itself is in a state of flux between existence and nonexistence. The energy of this world also 

exceed Azief expectation. 

And coupled that with Azief training in the Seresian world for the past six month, his combat power and 

the destruction he could cause is something that surpasses the level of power compared to when he 

fought against Balfor in Earth Prime. 

Light seems to spark and explosion in vacuum space create ripples. Even space itself is torn apart and 

Voidless vortexes form out of nowhere. 

Then they look at each other and in the next second they both punches and kick each other. 

Each punches and each kick created burst of energy that shatters space and created shockwaves that 

spread all over the galactic system 

Two titanic being with great power is going at each other and cosmic storms rages around these two 

figure. 

Chapter 1243 - A Wall Of Void 

The darkness of the Universe is torn apart by the power that Azief is using. He did not use the ring and 

he did not want to use the Wheel against Amara. 

He is fighting to make sure that Amara is exhausted and explain things to her. And Amara still needs to 

go back to the past. 

Amara on the other hand did not only summons thunder and lighting, she summons fire. And the fire 

had variety of colors and could withstand the vacuum pressure 

This fire is formed from the heat of the Sun in the distance. Azief could feel that the heat is very 

concentrated. 

His eyes narrowed but Azief was not deterred. He smiles. This is the first time since Balfor that he could 

fight without holding back. 

He is also curios of how much he could push Amara. It is fortunate of course that Amara strength is 

decreasing by the second. 
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If he were to fight against Amara at her full power, Azief could only find ways to escape 

Azief on the other hand feel even more powerful as time goes on. In the Universe, there is many 

energies that he could use. 

Amara on the other hand is unaccustomed in using universal energy as she is more used to using the 

worldly energy 

A heaven shattering rumbles echoes all over space. 

Their strikes bombarded stars and planets. 

Some stars even exploded creating even more powerful shockwaves and one of the planets had 

exploded sending debris to far flung reaches of space. 

But even then it could not do much as the intensity of the battle between Azief and Amara causes the 

space and time around them to be distorted to an extreme level. 

The debris could not even pass the area of the blast zone of the battle before they were disintegrated. 

As for the explosion of the planet, Azief uses his Devour attribute to take on the energy of that explosion 

bolstering his power even more. 

Many stars around the sky disintegrated and disappeared because of the battle between Amara and 

Azief. 

By now, Amara level is on Essence Creation level if Azief had to judge him according to the power 

system of his world 

Even though beings like them rarely uses martial arts to fight, that is only when they fight against people 

that is lower power than them. 

When they are at the same level, when the method of using the laws is equal to each other, they still 

have to fight. 

Amara kicks toward him and when she kicks toward him, she imbued the laws in her kicks. 

So, the feet that is about to reach him contain the power of flames. 

This flames seems to burns space and time all around the trail. 

Azief moves a few inches back, which is basically the distance of tens of thousands of kilometers in one 

movement, the feet missing his face. 

Taking the advantage, Azief punches toward Amara face. 

Amara somersaulted backwards, her movements causes the stars around the nearby area to be 

misaligned and then using the fire under her feet she gilded backward, burning every stars and debris 

that is along the trails of the stars. 

If Earth still existed and the people could look up toward the Heavens, they would see a trail of fire and 

the disappearance of stars. 



Azief punch however had been released and the force carry the might of the Universal energy that is 

akin to the force of ten planets exploding. 

A giant rift appeared near his hand because of the pressure of the punch 

BOOOM! 

Once again, they both were millions of miles away from each other. The rift separated him and Amara. 

The rift itself is gigantic hundreds of thousands of feet long and it released thunderous rumbles. Azief 

smiles 

He had a reason why he did that. For a moment the space between him and Amara is separated and she 

could not cross it because of the extreme space turbulence in between 

Basically Azief had created a wall of void between him and Amara. 

He smirks. 

When he punched there is two ways that could have gone 

Amara would either evade it or get hit by it. 

Both result is good for him. 

if she had been hit by it, Azief would get an advantage. If she did not, Azief could use it to create a 

barrier between him and Amara 

The reason is because right now Amara is almost at the same level as him. 

Even though Amara is like an Essence Creation leveler right now, this did not mean that Azief did not 

have any way of fighting with her 

Azief is a being that follows the Perfection Path. 

Even though he is just a Divine Comprehension leveler, he could fight toe to toe with Essence Creation 

leveler. 

And right now, he is getting stronger and Amara is getting weaker. 

The only thing that he lacks is the use of Laws. 

Or to be more accurate, he could not use all of his other Laws in time. The fight between them is not 

simply a fight of trading blows. 

If that were all it is, then it is too elementary 

For beings of their level, they could use the Laws. 

Fighting those below their level is easy. Azief himself had used his advantage of realm to suppress 

everyone on Earth. 

He could swing a sword in the northern part of the world and that sword strike could reach the southern 

part of the world and cut even a continent into two 



He could wave his hand and a tornadoes form on the other side of the world. 

And no one could stop him from doing that because he is not only the first Divine Comprehension 

leveler on Earth, he was also the strongest. 

Even when Jean and Hikigaya break through to Divine Comprehension realm, they were after all just 

entered the realm and would not have the same kind of power that Azief possess. 

After all, Azief could control thirteen laws that could be subdivided even more. Of course, each laws 

required accumulation of deducing. 

For example, his Universal Laws could be subdivided lower to the Laws below the umbrella of Universal 

energy. 

This usually takes years if not decades for one to understand. The higher the order of the Law, the 

longer it would take for one to comprehend it. 

But Azief skipped this when he walks the Supremacy Stairway. As such he could easily defeat anyone on 

Earth Prime 

But this battle between him and Amara is different. 

They are now at the same level. 

When they do kick and punches each other, what they use is not only their physical body to clash with 

each other, but the Laws. 

Why then it is hard for Azief to use other Laws? It is simple. Because each time he tried, Amara would 

block it. 

And like Amara blocking him from using his other Laws, he too had also blocked Amara from using other 

Laws that she mastered. 

The punch and kick is only the surface. It is the clashing between laws that exist in Heaven and Earth 

that created force that stop them from using other laws 

It is like something that have similar properties collided with each other. 

Like plus meet plus. 

That is why Amara keep coming towards him and kicking and punching him. In each kick and punch, 

there is the illusory Laws in each movement. 

And Azief was doing the same thing. 

But the moment that he felt Amara is getting weaker, he punches the space and created that rift, all to 

give him one moment to use his Laws. 

And he of course knows that Amara could also uses this time to use his Law. But Azief is confident that 

he could subdue Amara at this moment. 

Because he could see that Amara is distracted. 



Because unlike Amara, Azief had no distraction. But Amara does. She had to enter that void and follow 

Arial before it is too late. 

On the other hand, Azief don't have to. This is where lies his confidence. 

Amara even though she no longer control the Heavenly Laws of the world apparently she could also use 

the Universal energy and recreate worldly energy. 

This kind of methods is quite new to Azief but he is nots surprised. 

Beings like Amara usually would have ways to do such a thing. Just because her methods are different 

from his, did not mean it did not exist 

Azief closes his eyes and then slowly the laws of the Worldly Energy gather around him and Azief 

thought to himself 

'Separate!' 

A large titanic figure appears and powerful life force fills the areas of space. It causes the space around 

the entire titanic figure to collapse unto itself creating a cosmic storms of explosion. 

The nearby debris turns to particles when it burst before it was swept away by the cosmic storm. 

The space seems to waves like the ocean waves lapping on the shores. 

The gravity around the titanic figure seems to become dense and space is stretched. And then not even 

half a second, the titanic figure revealed itself, withstanding the pressure of space around him 

This titanic figure had the same face like Azief. 

But there is a difference. 

Its eyes are cold and the power of the elements of the world seems to gather in each of its fingertips. 

BOOOM! 

An explosion sounded as the space suddenly seems to break around him. 

The power of the elements, the life force that is halting the entropy all shows signs that the Laws is 

converging and solidifying along this titanic figure 

The wave around space, the soundwave that humans could not hear with their ears is now magnified. 

Azief who is looking at this was also shocked. This must have something to do with his improved 

understanding of Laws. 

Before when he summons the Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy there is no such occurrence. 

Chapter 1244 - Law Avatar 

The waves sound like music to Azief ears. Even when separated by a rift that cuts space and all laws in 

between, Amara on the other side could also hear it. 
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It is a music. Only it is not similar to any kind of music they ever heard. It pierces right through the soul, 

nourishing one mind and opening one heart 

It is like a music that had been sang since the beginning of Time. Azief hear the music that flows in the 

space, but seems to have no source. 

But to Amara, when she heard the song, an image come to her. It is an image of a bird singing on top of 

a tree so large and tall that it pierces the firmament. 

Life blossomed under the step of the Law Avatars. 

Some bacteria seem to evolve very fast under the illumination of the light that is emanating from Azief 

Law Avatar and seem to even borrow the illumination to shape their own body. 

It would not be surpassing if some of them could even become a Chaos Beast. Auspicious signs spreads 

all across the darkness of space. 

And just like Azief thought some of the organism seems to form a body. 

Some become spiritual entities without thoughts. Some become bigger and there is a trace of 

intelligence. 

An immense pressure appeared and Azief Law Avatar seems to have intelligence. This pressure envelops 

the entire galactic system of this Earth 

The gravitational pull and push suddenly were affected by this pressure, causing stars to burst, planets 

to crack and meteoroids and asteroid belts to explode inwards. 

Then like he was announcing something the Law Avatar spoke 

A majestic voice comes out of his mouth 

'Above the Heaven, I found my Grand Path. I rule the Worldly Laws, the five Elements under my 

controls, controls, everything below the Heavens and compete with the Heavenly Will of the World. I 

could shake mountains and move the seas and rule over all under the Worldly Energy' 

It is a declaration of sorts. Azief himself does not understand why his avatar suddenly speak such words. 

After all, he did not even think of saying or doing such things. But suddenly when he summons his 

Worldly Avatar, it declares something 

Azief could sense that there is an invisible force that bolstered the energy of his Law Avatar the moment 

his Law Avatar declares something 

The reason he senses it is simply because he is the progenitor of the avatar. 

He could feel that laws in the space seems to change all of a sudden and the pressure that he felt before 

that is pressing upon him, loosened even more. 

It is like…. like…. he was acknowledged. 

'There is a mystery here' he thought to himself. Then after saying this, the avatar no longer says 

anything.  



That titanic figure stands there in the darkness of space. It had all of Azief thoughts and memories but 

none of his feelings 

After all, it is merely an avatar. And even though it is an avatar based on the Laws that he had 

understood, it does not have a soul. 

This avatar of course could feel hate and love. But the hate and love did not come from them but from 

Azief who is the progenitor of the Law Avatar. 

Azief had long thought of his ability to summon his own Law and refined them into Avatar is like the 

Three Separation methods of the Daoist in the Three Thousand World. 

It does have some differences but there are also some similarities. 

Azief then pointed his fingers forward and Azief Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy moves forward. 

He stands in front of the rift. 

The Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy make a grasping motion with his hand and a spear materialize out 

of thin air. 

It is not exactly that it comes out of thin air but instead, it is formed from the elements. 

The spear had seven stripes of colors. 

This colors are not exactly some decoration but auras of elements. 

On the tip of the spear, there is a small fire. 

On the end of the spear, there is a small spiraling wind. 

Swirling on the surfaces of the spear is arcs of lightning. 

The Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy suddenly pointed its spear to one of the planets. If this was Earth 

Prime, the planet that he just pointed would be called Mars 

Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy then activated his energy. The space around him collapsed into itself. 

Cracks of space and Voidless holes suddenly appeared 

And then a menacing fire spread out from the tip of the spear. It suppresses space and burns all the 

space debris around the tens of thousands of kilometers. 

Everything that was burned from that fire left no trace of existence. Seven orbs of flames flew around 

Azief Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy 

Then the Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy eyes narrowed, his eyes seem to targeted Mars which is as 

far as millions of kilometers. 

But the moment that eye look at Mars, the flames around the tip of the spear spread out forward in a 

straight line 

One thousand feet, ten thousand feet, one thousand kilometers, ten thousand kilometers, more and 

more. 



All of this happened in just a fraction of a second from him looking at Mars to the fire cut through space 

and is coming toward Mars. 

The trails of the fire while straight leaves ripples and this ripple seems to also affect the fire. The fire 

moves in a straight line but as the fire trials forward, behind it, the fire trails spread out and branches 

off. 

The fire spread out with just a thought from him. And now it is creating a sea of fire in space that is tens 

of thousands of kilometers wide 

In a flash, even the surrounding stars seemed to get lit up by the fire. 

And the stars did not even have time to explode before it was devoured by the fire. It melted into pure 

energy. 

The fire that was shoot out from the spear is not some normal fire. 

Instead it is a fire of Laws. 

It affects matters differently. And the rift that is forming because of that fire heat is also engulfed in fire. 

It was like it cauterize a wound only this time, Azief fire cauterize the wound of the universe 

The sound of explosion sounded in every fraction of a second. 

Stars are burned, and debris pooped out because of the heat of the fire, creating massive shockwave 

that chained with each other 

The heat wave spread in all directions and it affected everything. 

And then only a second after Azief Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy pointed his spear toward mars, that 

the fire arrived. 

A distance of millions of kilometers, is travelled by in one second. 

The fire in that moment envelop the entire planet and then just like a dream, the fire that is trailing in 

the distance suddenly seems to be absorbed back to the spear. It took another second for that fire to 

return back to the tip of the spear 

BOOOOM! 

A powerful shockwave originated from Azief Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy exploded out. And it even 

affected the rift that Azief had just created. 

On the other side of the rift, Amara look at Azief Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy and frowned. 

Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy closes it eyes for a second and then opens it back and this time his 

body is emanating great power of suppression. 

Azief who is just standing behind his own Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy smiles. 

What his Law Avatar did was to take the energy of that world and consumes it. 



It is clear that Azief strength had doubled as he is quite sure that if this was the last time, he could not 

do what he did right now. 

As for how the fire reach Mars in just one second, the fire basically warped the space around it and so 

achieve speed that surpasses light speed and arrive at Mars in only one second 

Azief nodded. It sees that his Law Avatar of the Worldly Energy would be enough to at least stand 

against Amara for a while. 

The rift that separates Azief and Amara is also disintegrating. But Azief is not yet done. Right now, the 

Law of the Worldly Energy seems to dimmed inside Azief consciousness. 

In his Inner Universe, the world that is in his Universe is dying because of the lack of the Worldly Energy. 

The Tree that is filled with Seeds in his Inner Universe is slowly wilting. The blooming Nine Seeds which 

is blooming all the time is slowly wilting. 

But he still has twelve other laws. This is one of the things that he had discovered. His law Avatar 

possess all of his powers but not all of his abilities. 

The worldly energy possesses all of the entirety of his knowledge of Worldly law. But other than that, 

the Law Avatar could not mobilize a Law that his Law Avatar doesn't have. 

Azief is not done. He then summons another Law Avatar. Another titanic figure appeared in the area. 

Chapter 1245 - The Declarations 

Universal energy converged in the area and golden colors exploded. Small vortexes appear and grew as 

it absorbs Universal energy. Stars were pull into these vortexes. 

Their protection, their mass and energy is sucked into it. 

It was not long before some planet cracked and crumbles into ashes. But even these ashes could not get 

away as it is sucked into those vortexes 

Infinite light appears from the new Law Avatar. The waves of the Universe seem to be affected. 

And then the figure formed and a blast of energy once again ripples across the surrounding 

But there is defects on this figure. 

Even though the Law avatar emits light and full of Universal energy that it even destabilizes space and 

time around him, this Law Avatar if you look at his face had some flaws. 

If you look at his hand, there is flaws. There are some of its fingers are missing 

And if you look at its face, there is also a flaw 

The place where an eye should be is empty. 

This Law Avatar thrumming with Universal energy swirling all around him is none other than the Law 

Avatar of Universal Law. 

This Law Avatar while it did not have yes, he could still see using divine Sense. 
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And since Universal energy flows all around space, it is not hard for him to see. 

He raises his hand and make a grasping motion.  

In the distance, there is two stars and suddenly they were pulled into the direction of Azief law Avatar. 

Instead of travelling in straight line, the area around these two stars warped. 

Time and space around them seems to went wild and suddenly there is a star that appears in front of 

the Universal Law Avatar. 

These two stars then turns into a blue star. Azief Universal Law Avatar picked up the two stars. His act of 

picking up the stars created ripples of space around the entire area 

These two stars possess such heat that if it was the same distance from Earth and the Sun, this star 

would have burned Earth into ashes. 

But it is easily picked up by Azief 

and put it in his eye socket. 

Then a pupil appears only this pupil is fiery in nature and everywhere he looks it created a powerful heat 

zone that morphed space 

There is a certain unstoppable momentum for the Universal Law Avatar. 

Space dust seems to hardened and solidified into diamond-like element as it fills the holes in the body of 

Azief Universal Law Avatar. 

A few fingers of the Law Avatar are missing and even then these is filled with these space dust 

transformed into solid things 

Powerful undulation of power emanated and create ripples of energy 

Then like the Worldly Law Avatar, the Universal Law Avatar suddenly spoke 

'Above the Heaven and Earth, I found my Grand Path. I rule the Universal Laws, the stars and moon, the 

heavenly Will would have to bow. The celestial phenomenon is under my control and today I declare it 

to the Universe' 

His word ripple through the area of space and the Laws that make up the fabric of reality seems to shake 

Another point of pressure relieved from Azief original body 

It is almost like there is no pressure anymore. This Universal Law Avatar is acknowledged by the Will of 

this Universe 

The moment that Will recognize it, Azief Universal Law Avatar pointed toward a trail of stars. 

It is colorful and if one looks at it from afar, it looks like a stream of river water 

The trail of star suddenly buzzed and then move, ignoring their gravitational restriction. 



It causes some of the star to crack because of the gravitational pressure and the sudden change of orbit 

in some of the planets. 

But the stars regardless whether it is cracking or collapsing, it is lined up with each other in a straight 

line 

Some of the stars are hot. 

Some of the stars are cold. Usually when these stars are this close to each other, there would be adverse 

effect. 

But there is a force field around each star. 

The moment it lined up, the heat of the stars seems to be absorbed into a void that appears on top of 

these lined up stars. 

Then a moment later, the heat suddenly flows back down to the lined up stars. 

All of this takes time to describe but it only happens in the span of a few seconds. 

Considering that time is also in disarray right now, it is probably more faster 

The heat seems to be distributed equally and then a second later a sword without hilt appears. This 

sword is made from countless of stars and elements of the universe. 

The moment it is completed, Azief Universals Law Avatar made a grasping motion and the space around 

the sword warped. 

And it appeared in front of Azief Universal law Avatar. 

Azief Universal Law Avatar grasp the sword and then he took a step forward. 

BOOOM! 

The space of the universe seems to shift and he appeared right in front of that rift just beside Azief 

Worldly Law Avatar. 

Azief Universal Law Avatar stares at Amara on the other side of the rift. 

Amara did not notice what Azief was doing because she was bust on her own. 

In the distance, the void that would lead to the past is slowly closing. 

But at the same time Amara could not let this obstacle to her plans to survive. 

If not her plans could all fall apart. 

Of course she did not know that she is operating under a misunderstanding 

The rift that Azief had created would not last long. 

And now Azief had summon two of his Law Avatars he is drained a bit. 

This time for some reason it drains more of his energy than usual. 



It is maybe because he is in a different Universe and the laws of this Universe seems to be disturbed 

heavily. 

Azief did not even have the time to think about of all the strange things and had no time to make sense 

of all of it. 

Unknown to Amara, Azief also wanted Amara to go into that void and follow Arial. 

After all, without Amara, Arial story afterwards would not go the way it was supposed to be. And Azief 

also has to meet Amara again later in the future. 

Or in the past at least according to Azief perspective. Near the rift that Azief had created, the rift is 

slowly disintegrating 

By now, there is now two Law Avatars that Azief had summoned. And he did not stop there. 

'There is still that bit of Ancient Rune law' he thought to himself. He gathers that runes that is embedded 

in reality of thus Universe. 

Unless someone master the Laws of the Runes, they probably could not sense this rune that was written 

into the reality itself. 

Azief notices it when he felt that the runic energy enters into this Universe, it quickly disappears. 

But since Azief is quite proficient in runic magic, he knew that the energy of the runes embedded itself 

into the fabric of reality. 

He closes his eyes and then he could feel a pulling sensation. The moment he felt that pulling sensation 

he pulls it towards him and then an image of a rune appears in his mind. 

It is unlike any runes he had seen before. His entire body glows. 

The runes that he had tattooed deep into his body glows brightly and seems to changes the make-up of 

the properties of particles around him 

But there is a bit of distortions of the runes and it was now that Azief understood the limitation of a 

body made of Laws, made of energy. 

He had now some slight understanding of why even though there are powerful beings in the Universe 

that could easily turns their body into energy-based form but they did not 

There are the runes of protection that glows on his right shoulders. 

But the runes are sometimes in vertical position, sometimes it is in the converse position and at others 

times it is in the reverse position. 

When Azief uses the tattooist ability to tattoo the runes deep inside his skin, that is it. 

But as his understanding of runic laws increased, he had deepened the connection by forging it into his 

heart and mind like a stamp that could not be removed 

So, even without a true physical body as Azief become an energy based form, the runes are still there 



Only it is unstable. Because it is like writing something on the sand. With one great blow of a strong 

wind, it could erase the writing 

But because of that the rune of protection, Eolh seems to changes it properties every once in a while. 

Runes have different meaning if they are in the vertical position, converse position or reverse position. 

The Aesir runes also glows. Beorc, a rune that symbolizes rebirth and renewal. 

Runes of Daerg. The runes of a new dawn. Uhur the rune of will. Raidho the rune of speed. 

Kanaan, the rune of mortality and pain. 

And the on that glows the most is the rune of Haglaz, the rune of chaos. 

All of this runes glows with great light. Purple words floats in the space and it affects the space where 

they are floating differently. 

Azief did not even yet summon the law Avatar but it is clear which law Avatar that he tried to condense 

right now 

In his mind, the runes that he had never seen before come closer to him and then enter his mind. 

The moment it enters his mind, Azief instantly understood what that runes means 

It is the runes of Arial worlds. No wonder he could not understand the writings in the magic circle. 

Even though it held some resemblance to the runic language of Asgard, it had many differences. But it is 

also runes in a way 

The reason why Azief could not understood it is because of the Word of the Heart. 

Word of the Heart could only be understood by some race or some people or some kind of 

requirements needs to be satisfied first before one could read it and even spoke it. 

But when he pulled the runes into his mind, he finally understood it and then he pointed his finger 

forward 

'Materialize!' 

BOOOM! 

Chapter 1246 - Deities Clashes 

Another explosion of light happens and Azief face become pale. His energy drained even more but in 

front of him, there is now another titanic figure 

It is the Ancient Rune Law Avatar. The Law Avatar of the Ancient Rune Law had its entire body carved 

with ancient runic characters. 

Runes character spirals around him. 

He pointed his finger to a small dust. 
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A rune character flew to that dust and the dust turns into a hundred feet tablet that is floating in space 

emanating a terrifying pressure. 

The eyes of his Law Avatar of the Ancient Rune is filled with runic characters. And then his eyes glows 

and everywhere he looks, matters are transformed. 

Not before long there is one hundred stone tablet floating in space. Some of them lined up behind the 

Law Avatar. Some of them spirals and circles the Law Avatar. 

But each of them seems to have its own pressure and its own kind of power. 

Rune given power and energy. Nearby stars already exploded. 

And like the other two law Avatar, this Law Avatar also declared to the Heavens 

'I Spoke the Ancient Words and write the Ancient letters forgotten by time and this is my Grand Path. 

Words have meaning and meaning brings power. I turn Words into Worlds and Heavens. I declare this to 

be the Truth!' And the moment he said that Azief finally felt no resistance at all. 

All the pressure that he once felt before suddenly dissipated from him like it is a lie. 

Like the other two Law Avatar, the Ancient Rune law Avatar flew to the rift. 

The Law Avatar took one step, the space distorted and then he is right there in the edge of the 

separation line of the rift. 

By now the rift almost dissipated. Azief never put much hope in it. 

Azief was about to summon another law Avatar but then the moment he tries it he felt lethargic like he 

had never felt more tired than he is right now 

He then saw energy leaking from his nose. 

If he is a normal human, he probably would cough up blood. But because he is a being of pure energy 

when he does get injury from his wound, energy would leak. 

And that is what is happening to him right now 

There is puzzlement in his heart right now. 

'Why can't I summon more?' he closes his eyes for a second and he could confirm that only three laws in 

his Inner consciousness is brought out 

He could still use the other ten laws. But for some reason as he tries to summons them out, he suddenly 

was attacked by a backlash. 

'Is it have something to do with that acknowledgement?' he thought to himself. For a moment, Azief 

halted his movement. 

In the past it is easy for him to even summons all thirteen of his Law Avatar. And while he did feel a bit 

drained, it was not like this. 

It was like suddenly his body lost a huge amount of energy 



today, he just summons three Law Avatar and his energy in his body is almost exhausted. 

Three of his Laws had dimmed. That is normal. But then why is everything so weird right now 

'Something must have happened' Azief quickly tries to think of what went differently. Today is a day of 

many first for Azief.  

He had never been this flustered before. 

And never had he been caught so unaware of so many things. 

If not for the fact that he had experienced many things in his life, he probably would panic. Instead, even 

in his most flustered moment, he keeps it together. 

Then as he thinks of what went differently, something clicked in his mind. 

He saw the clue. 

Once again, he tries to bring out his Law Avatar. Only this time he did it carefully and the moment he felt 

the backlash, he stopped 

'I sense it' he thought to himself 

'Does it have something to do with the fact that as I grows weaker, I could sense it even more acutely? 

Like someone who is deprived of one senses making the other senses more sensitive?' Azief thought to 

himself. 

Before, he could not sense it. But now, as he had brought out three of his Law Avatar he could sense it. 

Each time his Law Avatar made a declaration, it was like something had acknowledge them. This 

something is an invisible force 

And the moment it is acknowledged, somehow his law Avatar become even stronger and their control 

over their respective Laws become stronger and more masterful. 

And that drains his energy. 

Because, Azief believes that it also acknowledged him. 

For some reason the stronger his Law Avatar become, the more energy he need to use to supply the 

base of his Law Avatar ability. 

He is the Law Avatar. 

But the law Avatar is not him. 

But the energy they have is taken from him. 

The base energy at least. 

The advantage of using law Avatar is that as long as he provides the base of energy, the Law Avatar after 

being summoned could use the laws of their creation to supply energy to them. 

As such, the situation is like this. 



The two Law Avatars, the Avatar of the Worldly energy and the law Avatar of the Universal Law have 

more power than the Ancient runic law. 

the reason is because the Ancient runic law is based on runes and there is not much of runic energy in 

this universe. 

'This is good enough' he thought and the moment he thought like that a powerful sword intent cut 

toward the rift that separates him and Amara 

A large explosion that reverberates across tens of thousands of kilometers from the point of collisions 

was produced. 

The nearby debris of destroyed planets were annihilated because of the shockwave and then Azief saw 

Amara appeared in front of one of his Avatar. 

Amara eyes is cold and Azief who was just about to try to communicate with her and trying again to 

make her understand, just give up on trying to strike a conversation 

'This Goddess is really stubborn. I was deceived at that time' he thought ironically. When he first saw 

Amara, she was like the personification of love. 

Gentle, caring and warmth. 

But he forgets that love also have its dark side. And probably when she is angered, this dark side comes 

out 

Amara comes bursting out from the space turbulence. 

Just because she cut the rift into two and create an opening did not mean that there is no space 

turbulence around that area. 

It was like a wall that has been breached. 

Only this wall is a wall made of space rift. 

And Amara in the time that Azief used to summons his Law Avatar, Amara seems to also uses certain 

Laws that she had mastered 

Right now, on her hand is a sword. And Azief eyes narrowed as he saw that sword. 

It is Lightbreaker. 

He only saw Lightbreaker when it was wielded by Arial. He never saw it wielded by anyone else 

And today, he saw it in the hands of Amara. Azief took a steps backward and space behind him seems to 

fragmented as one step backward had made Azief retreat a million miles away. 

He is weak right now. 

His energy is almost drained. 

But he was not afraid at all. Instead there is a smirk on his face 

Because the moment Amara appear pass the rift, Azief Law Avatar of Worldly Energy raise his spear. 



Azief close his eyes and sit cross legged in space, a force field forms around him. 

'This is really the feeling of a last Boss' Azief thought to himself. Instead of him fighting, he would let his 

Law Avatars fight for him 

The space dust spirals around him creating a spinning circle structure that overlaid on top of each other. 

Meanwhile Amara had to fight Azief Law Avatar who had been strengthened. 

When Azief close his eyes, he could also experience the memories of his Law Avatar. 

At the same time facing Amara who had passed the rift, Azief Worldly Energy Law Avatar did not give 

Amara any chance to get her bearings 

The Law Avatar of Worldly Energy raise his spear and thrusted it forward toward Amara 

The stars nearby dim and the space cracked and collapsed into itself. 

Amara tries to deflect the spear, but Azief Law Avatar spins the spear. 

When he spins it, a powerful storm breaks out from the edges of the spears pushing the deflection force 

of Amara sword. 

If they were a normal martial artist, such thing probably could not have happened. 

But they are now titans. Their height is around a thousand feet and their spears is also very large. 

The spear thrusted forward but Amara was not afraid. 

She moves the sword toward her chest and the spear struck the sword that is put in front of her chest. 

Amara then kicks the space beneath her and she glided backward, creating trails of energy that send 

ripples through space. 

Thunder, fire, water, metal these element gathers around Azief Law Avatar of Worldly Energy and the 

Law Avatar kick the space and he moves forward with the space around him seems to crack. 

Chapter 1247 - Three To One I 

The spear and sword clash with each other and a mighty force exploded with each clash. The planets 

nearby were crushed, the stars were broken 

But Amara with that divine sword ion her hand, she easily cut the element like it is some kind of fragile 

things. 

When thunder struck, she swings her sword and the thunder bolts splits into two before dissipating in a 

loud explosion that sends ripple all over the darkness of space. 

Lightbreaker seems to have some sort of breath of destruction on it. 

It seems to cut Elements like a knife cutting tofu. And when it is under the control of Amara, it seems to 

be able to show all of its ability 

When metal element morphed into a gigantic needle that flew towards her, she kicks it with her feet. 
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The end result was that the needle splinters into thousands of pieces of small ore of iron before being 

disintegrated completely. 

Azief could immediately saw that the Law that Amara had used was the Law of Sword. 

But that is not the only Laws that she had used. After all, if that is the only Laws that she had use, it 

would not have such an effect. 

There is also a Law that Azief could not have thought Amara could learn. She seems to also uses the Law 

of Entropy. 

The law Avatar of the Worldly Energy is using the spear to clash with Amara sword. Sword light flew all 

over the Universe. 

Each time that Azief Law Avatar of Worldly Energy dodge the sword light, and the sword light misses its 

target, it created a large explosion 

The light of the explosion probably could be seen a million years away. The area where the sword light 

passes created tears in space which further causes the space of the Universe seems to be distorted. 

Gravity and space is bending. Azief original body frowned. 

'I did not think that only just by relying on the sword, her combat prowess had reached to such a high 

level' Azief is frustrated because even though each of his attack is very powerful with Lightbreaker on 

her hand, she could easily cut it with that sword. 

Not to mention she seems very proficient in the Law of Sword. 

She never thought of Amara as a sword practitioner. But Law Avatar of Worldly Energy isn't the only Law 

Avatar that Azief had. 

He then focused back his thought. 

In the area near Jupiter Amara is pushing Law Avatar of Worldly Energy backwards. 

She raises her sword and was about to slash toward Law Avatar of Worldly Energy when suddenly 

another Law Avatar appears. 

And this Law Avatar pointed his finger. Chains appears out of the void and chained Amara feet and hand. 

Amara was shocked at this sudden development. 

She tries to release herself only to find out that the chain seems to be so heavy like it was made by the 

weight of a thousand planets. 

The gravitational pull forces Amara to not able to take a step forward 

This is the Law Avatar of Universal energy. 

The Law Avatar of Worldly energy and the law Avatar of the Universal Law look at each other and then 

slam their palms against each other 

An explosion happened that blast Amara a million miles backward. 



In that moment of explosion, Amara still have the time to swing her sword and negate most of the effect 

of the explosion. 

She stands there in the distance waiting for the light of the explosion to die out. 

And then she narrowed her eyes 

Because as the dust settles, there in the area near Jupiter, there is only one Law Avatar. 

But Amara could feel that this Law Avatar seems to control two laws. There are two distinct laws 

swirling on the body of this Law Avatar 

The Worldly Law Avatar and the Universal Law Avatar merged with each other. 

The spear that is wielded by the Law Avatar burst with even more power and brilliance. 

Then the Law Avatar make a grasping motion. 

The stars that lined up the rift before flattened into a disk. 

And then it spirals creating large and massive gravitational pressure and causes the entire space to bend 

and curve. 

Smiling, the Law Avatar then make a throwing motion toward Amara. The stars that is now shaped like a 

disk flew toward Amara like it was about to cut her. 

The entire solar system seems to shake because of this large movement. Amara eyes narrowed. She 

steps forward. 

The void is about to close but she is still stubborn, wanting to capture him. 

When she stepped forward, one of the Disk had already appeared and was about to split her into two. 

The Disk that is made from the stars possess heat that distorted space and causes light to bend. 

The heat evaporated every dust that is near it. Such heat usually would spread to tens of thousands of 

miles away but the heat of this Disk is concentrated. 

The moment it hits its target, the full terror of this flying disk that is forged from the stars would be 

unleashed 

She easily dodged it and swings her sword. The movement is very natural, but there is a sense of great 

power hidden in her every move.  

A great commotion stirs all over the Universe. Light bended, space collapses. Heaven sways as he sword 

glimmers with a light that shame all the other stars. 

It was blinding. Her move is swift like the dragon chariots of the heavenly gods. With thunderous sound 

that crack the vacuum space around her, she swings her sword 

A sword light appears and cut the disk like it was the most easiest thing to do. The heat that is contained 

in the disk is even wiped out by the powerful sword light. 

'Cutting Laws' Azief thought to himself when he senses this. 



Another disk appears and this time this disk is even faster and hotter than before. But Amara is as calm 

as always. 

She takes a step forward and the space in front of her all collapses and created vortex void. 

And then she swings again and the area around her were sundered apart. The sword light flew, the disk 

break and the stars exploded in the nearby area. 

But just because Amara could cut the disk he made forged from the stars, did not mean Azief is 

flustered. 

After all, if there is one thing full of abundance in space, it is that of stars. One disk exploded and cut, he 

just makes another one. 

And then a dozen more disk appears and heading toward Amara, like it was going to cut her. The dozen 

disk is cut up by that sword light. 

But after a dozen, it became a hundred. 

Then a thousand. 

Then tens of thousands. 

One could only imagine the impact of having to send sword attack by the tens of thousands. 

Sword Intent fills the Milky Way and the phantom of a sword appears in all direction cutting the disk 

The entire Milky Way seems to be rocked by the exchange of these two attack. Amara did not possess 

the same controls toward the Law of the Universe like Azief. 

He could command the heavenly Laws, the elements in the Universe. Void space stretching to millions of 

miles filled with nothing could be seen as the bombardment continues and Amara keep shooting her 

sword strike that collapses space 

If Earth was still in its solid state, probably by now, Earth would probably be reduced into grinded dust 

But as more and more disk appears, the more that Amara make mistakes. And the pressure on her is 

building up 

There are now many wounds around all over her body. 

Ichor blood falls from her wound. Usually liquid matter floats in space. But the blood of a Divine being is 

so heavy that it even causes space to bend. 

The blood of a Divine Being is full of life force. If it were to fall into a planet or a place, that place could 

be full with energy. 

A powerful enough divine being could even restart an entire world civilization. Azief saw that Amara is 

bleeding. 

He wanted to stop. 

But the moment he looks at Amara eyes he knew he could not stop. 



The sword is still in her hands and from her eyes, Azief could see Amara really wanted to bring this to 

end. 

And it seems that even if he wanted to stop fighting right now, it would not be easy. So, his Ancient 

Rune Law Avatar also makes his move 

Every once in a while, a rune would appear and attached itself to Amara. 

These runes are like a burden to Amara. It slows down her speed, drain her energy, changes the space 

between forward and backward and so on and so forth. 

But it is not easy to stop. 

Even as the runes were thrown to her, she also had to cut the disk that is coming towards her from all 

directions. 

The fact that she could do that is amazing enough but for her to even cut some of the runes that Azief 

had thrown with his Law Avatar shows that Amara ability is something that should not be 

underestimated even when she lost the protection of her world. 

Chapter 1248 - Three To One II 

The Ancient Rune Law Avatar writes with his fingers and golden runes appears all over the stars and the 

planet 

An illusory golden halo surrounded each of the runes. 

Sometimes it is purple. Sometimes it is blue. 

The moment Azief understood the runes in his mind, he could now mobilize the runic energy that is 

present in this solar system 

Runes are Words. Then runic energy could be said the energy to turn words that have meaning into 

power. 

In a way, Words are the energy. 

Because meaning that was given to it is backed by faith. Faith that a certain words mean certain thing. 

Everyone had to believe in it to make it understandable. 

And so, Ancient Rune law Avatar even though his power is not as exaggerated as the two Law Avatar 

that Azief had summoned, he is slowly getting stronger. 

His writing become faster and more and more runes are flying and attaching itself to Amara in the chaos 

Amara method of divinity is probably different than how Azief practice and cultivate his energy. 

Each rune seems to contain powerful fluctuations. 

There is the rune for Time. Then when it is added with another line, the Time rune became Slow rune. 

Runes that were to be used to the enemy must be specific. 

Runes could also be manipulated by the enemy. 
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As such, it is very important for it to be specific. 

If Time Rune is to be attached to Amara, the definition of time itself is very broad. 

What if Amara herself also knew how to manipulate runes. 

She then could use the Time rune that was attached to her to change the properties of that rune to 

something that benefits her. 

As Azief Ancient Rune Law Avatar writes faster and faster, more and more runes were thrown toward 

Amara. 

He throws it each time a new word is written 

Amara could stand the bombardment of stars but then there are even the runes flying and appearing 

out of nowhere. 

Even though some runes are easily cut apart by the sword, but runes are meanings. And just because 

you cut it with a sword did not means the meaning itself disappeared. 

She had to cut the Conceptual Meanings to and not only the Laws. 

Maybe, the sword really has the ability to wipe out Concepts of words. But…at least Amara could not 

activate such function if there is one. 

'Lightbreaker' Azief thought. 

'What a magnificent sword!' 

So, when she cut a rune, the rune splits and explode but the rune turn to mist and still sprinkle itself all 

over Amara 

Even though the effect mostly dissipates, some of them attached itself to Amara. 

And so she became even more overwhelmed as the runes tries to debuff her, the stars and the planets is 

used against her, and then there is the spear attack, each one is thrust upon toward her with the speed 

that reaches light speed. 

All three of Azief Law Avatar participate in the battle. 

The spear force cut through the gaps of space to attack Amara blind spot when she is defending herself 

against the disk. 

The Universal Law Avatar forges the stars to disk and keep hurling them to Amara with the point of his 

finger. 

His Ancient Rune Law Avatar writes with his finger as golden runes flew toward Amara and weakens her. 

If this was anyone else, they might have collapse by now under this intense offensive. 

Their battle created rifts in space, causing planets to sunder itself apart, stars to explode and created a 

shockwave that reverberates all across this solar system 



All the while, the void that connects it to the past, the void that Amara should enter by now is shrinking 

even more. Azief is anxious. And Amara is also anxious. 

But, by now they are at such a fierce fight that they could not even talk. The battle between beings like 

them is not alike a normal battle. The space around them would collapses, time and ethereal concepts 

and laws merge with every fist thrown, every kick and every movement. 

Since they are equally powerful, when they do fight each other, they negate each other methods. 

Azief throws stars and planets toward Amara and Amara would cut it with her sword. It seems like there 

is nothing in this Universe that her sword could not cut 

But there were also other methods. Chains sometimes appears out of nowhere to restrict her and then 

Azief would punch her. 

When he punches her, blast of energy that shredded everything apart would be produced. But Amara 

would then use the other Laws that she had mastered to get out of it. 

The fight between beings like them is a fight of who uses their Laws better. Azief original body however 

is still in the distance. 

Amara could not bridge the distance. 

It seems like Azief had the full advantage and full control of the battle. 

This is only thanks to the fact that Amara did not have the home ground advantage. 

Azief knew if not for the current moment, Amara would easily have beaten him. 

But as the void that connects this timeline and the pats is shrinking, Amara power and ability to 

command the Laws become more unstable. 

So, she became weaker with each moment that passes. Azief original body however is absorbing the 

energy of the universe to restore his vitality. 

Amara and Azief Law Avatar had traded tens of thousands of blows, and the solar system is like nothing 

when it first started. 

Jupiter was split into two. This was when Azief Law Avatar sidestep a sword light and evaded it 

The sword light keeps sailing forward and hit Jupiter. 

It is now in the process of collapsing and exploding. Saturn rings had also dissipated 

Azief had solidified the Saturn rings and throws it toward Amara like it is a sharp spinning razor. 

Unfortunately, Amara changes the properties of that ring in the last minute and only gained a few 

wounds. 

Mercury and Mars had already exploded 

Venus scattered into gaseous substances and Uranus is disintegrated because of the powerful space 

tearing all over the solar system. 



But Uranus disintegrated in a slow manner. 

This is because when Amara and Azief clashed their palm near Uranus, it causes the time and space 

around it to be severely affected, and so suddenly there is timeline that splits because of that clash. 

It causes the time space near the planetary system of Uranus to be slowed down.  

As for the twenty-seven moon around Uranus, all of them had exploded or used as a weapons by both 

Amara and Azief. 

This is how deities fight. They use moons, and stars and even the Sun. Basically, titanic being like them 

that possess great power could probably move anything in the Universe 

And all of this occurrences and events happens in the span of thirty breaths. But there are still no visible 

winners. 

But truthfully it is not like Azief wanted to be the winner. 

He just was caught in the wrong place at the wrong time. 

He wanted to explain and urge Amara to quickly go into that place and follow Arial but as their fight 

reach to this point of such intense attack, Azief had difficulty just forming another thought 

If not, he could not concentrate in defending and battling Amara. 

One flaw and mistake, that is all that is needed to determining victory and loss or tilt the advantage to 

the other side. 

After all, Amara is very proficient in battling Gods. This is something that Azief had seen by himself when 

he looks at the past of Earth X 

So, even though she had been a little weaker than him her battle ability did not go down. 

Instead, her attack become more and more powerful and aggressive 

They are only around three feet from each other as they traded blows. When he punches, she would 

deflect it to another place. 

When she kicks, Azief would block it with his palm. 

When she uses her sword Azief would use the rune to create shields, use the star sand moon to restrict 

her, use the element to attack. 

But it then devolved into a battle of their martial abilities. 

Their move is not elegant at all but it gave the impression of being brutal. Even though they compare 

their martial abilities, in the end, they are not normal people. 

If powerful martial artist uses energy they would at least created gust of wind when they punch. 

But when these two beings punched each other, it created storm of elements. It shatters moons and 

destroyed planets. 

It created rift and destroys wall that is around this Universe. 



Simple moves, but it created an effect that ripples all over that affects trillions of things. Radioactive rays 

dissipated, waves of energy disturbed and particles disintegrated. 

A power of destruction swept all over the solar system of Earth X. 

Palm attack, finger attack, sword and spear clashing, all of these created a field of destruction between 

them 

Azief don't know how to end this battle without one of them injured greatly. 

he too had also been paying attention to the void that Amara should go into. 

Should he give up? But then thinking of how he would probably be cut by Amara sword if he gave up 

suddenly, he shudders to think what would happen to him 

Right now, his original body is still recovering after summoning the Three law Avatar. 

But if he doesn't give up, then Amara would be entangled with him and not enter that void. 

Then what would happen to the future? 

Chapter 1249 - Light That Illuminates The Darkness 

After all, in the future or in Azief past, depending on the perspective you use to see it, Azief met Amara 

and got a lot of help from her and the reason why he could go back to his world is also because of the 

help of Amara. 

He is in a dilemma right now on how to end this battle. He of course could sense that Amara is getting 

weaker. But time is pressing 

By now, Azief law Avatar had all merged. 

So, the attack is even more powerful and varied. The Law Avatar had the power of the worldly laws, 

controlling the Universal law and even able to use runes 

At times, Azief Law Avatar even manipulated the gravity round him to be dense or light in each attack so 

that it could impact Amara the most. 

It seems like the battle between the two could not be stopped by now. 

But both of them right now is more anxious than ever. 

Amara is anxious about letting such a powerful outsider that could mess up with her plans to remain 

alive 

Azief on the other hand is anxious about Amara not following Arial. With both of these anxiousness 

Amara and Azief who is now separated by millions of miles from each other is about to unleash their 

greatest attack to each other 

By now, the Law Avatar is only one as three of them merged into one. Runes character floats around 

Azief Law Avatar. Stars and Moons swirls beneath his feet. 

And life force spirals around is entire body. The space around him distorted and light bends. 
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A powerful force is at the verge of breaking out. 

The spear that Azief Law Avatar is holding is glowing brighter by the second and it collapses the space 

around it 

On the other hand, Amara is preparing her sword. 

She lifted her sword and pointed it forward and a sharp ring of the sword sounded out explosively and 

echoed around the immediate surrounding 

Like a beast that is awakened from deep hibernation. 

Even though the distance between Azief and Amara is millions of miles away from each other both of 

them could sense the chilly force from each other weapons. 

Azief frowned because he knows that his momentum loses a bit compared to Amara. 

Amara weapon is a solid weapon and seems to have a certain breath of destruction. His spear while it is 

forged from the Laws, is not that sword match. 

If Azief did not experience it himself, he would not believe that the Lightbreaker sword could even cut 

Laws so easily like a hot knife cutting butter. 

That is how easy it was for Amara to cut energies and Laws. 

Instead, when Azief and Amara clashes, there were a few times when his spear broke but it was quickly 

repaired by the energies of the Universe. 

'Such concept of sharpness' Azief thought as he could feel the chilly clear aura that swirls around Amara 

sword. 

When he looks at that sword, his eyes began to sting. That is how sharp it was. And that sword light 

began to envelop Amara and an endless sphere of chilling light formed around her 

In the beginning only Azief felt the stinging but then even his consciousness is stung. He could not help 

but frown deeper this time 

'You really wanted to kill me, huh?' He could tell that Amara is about to unleash her most powerful 

attack. 

Sensing that the life force around Amara is draining, it is safe to say that Amara is over drafting herself 

to fight against him. 

Azief force also increased as his body right now seems to be like a black hole, devouring the energy of 

the surrounding celestial's bodies. 

Amara swings her sword lightly. The distance of millions of miles is like only a distance away as the 

sword light travels in almost an instant. 

Azief could feel a kind of petrifying brutality and cruelness in that sword attack. 

It seemed to embody limitless destructiveness and murderousness, and represented the world's most 

frightening calamity. 



It resembled the most violent and domineering monster which broke free of its cage at this moment and 

descended upon the world – and its sole purpose was to decimate him 

A sword radiance that made Azief felt like every part of space is filled with sword. 

Sharp and brutal 

Azief eyes stings but he also makes his move. The sword light that formed because of Amara casual 

swing began to become wider and wider like it is casting a net 

A vast clear light seems to be heading toward Azief. 

The vast clear light suddenly began to contract and transformed into a streak of radiant light. The streak 

of light surged across space like a shooting star and vanished in an instant. 

However, when the streak of radiant light appeared, the entire Universe outside of the area of the 

sword light lost its color and entered into an intense state of pitch black, much like the deepest abyss of 

devastation.  

It was like the sword light absorbed all the other light in space. Stars blackened. The Sun become colder 

like it is about to experience heat death 

Azief thrust his spear forward. 

A powerful spiraling force formed on the tip of his spear causing the entire tens of thousands of miles of 

space to crack and collapses into itself. 

A huge tear appeared and the sword light arrived. Millions of spear attack afterimages appear in front of 

that sword light 

And then they collided. 

BOOOOM! A powerful shockwave rocked the entire solar system as most of the planet in the solar 

system exploded 

When that casual sword swing by Amara collided with Azief spear attack, Azief was forced three steps 

backward, with each steps he took back, the space beneath his feet exploded into tears of space. 

And his spear attack, that spiral force that continued on forward after he thrusted it is shattered into 

pieces by the chilly sword light 

The ferocious and majestic sword aura that was compressed together erupted outwards and 

transformed into a sword energy hurricane. 

That had swept most of the force of his spear attack. 

But that alone is not enough to push his backward. What push him backward was the force after that. 

The sword attack was full of impact and even though the sword light is shattered because of the 

collision between the spear force and the sword light, it is enough for it to explode to another force of 

power when it collided. 

Amara casual swing is not as causal as she makes it out to be 



The force collided and almost all the planets in the solar system was affected. 

But Azief spear force is also not something that should be underestimated. 

Before it got too violent, the spear force had also managed to dissipate the streak of the sword light and 

force the sword light to break apart. 

An afterimages of tens of thousands of spear force collided with that sword light and the sword light 

shattered into pieces continuously and became smaller and weaker until there was no power left to 

speak of. 

Eventually, the sword energy and aura became one with the rolling wind and disappeared into 

nothingness. 

But Azief knows that Amara did not yet unleashes her most powerful attack and even then he is forced 

to move backward. 

'She should not use her life force to compensate' he thought to himself. 

By now, Amara is lowering her stance, her sword pointed forward and a powerful energy is swirling on 

the tip of her sword. 

That casual swing was to make him unbalanced. Azief Law Avatar once again wanted to ready himself 

with his spear to accept the attack when Amara who was ready thrust forward with her sword 

A Sword Light cut the space in between him and Amara and the sword light in a matter of second is 

about to reach him. 

Then suddenly everything stopped. 

Azief could feel his entire body went still. 

The energy around him had also stopped entering his body. 

But that is not the only thing that stopped. The particles that are floating around, the Law Avatar and 

even Amara herself could not move 

They look at each other separated by millions of miles from each other. The attack that they were 

intending to throw to each other halted. 

Azief tries his hardest to try to move his body but for some reason even if he tries to mobilize the energy 

in his body, he felt like his body is now devoid of any power or energy 

'Time control?' No, he denied in his head. 

If what is happening toward him right now is Time Control, he could at least mobilize his own 

understanding of Time Laws. 

But right now, he felt like the Time Laws are also stopped. Looking at Amara in the distance, he could tell 

that this is not Amara doing 

Amara on the other hand did not seem to be surprised. And that causes Azief to think that Amara might 

know who is doing this? 



'Is it Amara ally?' 

Azief even though he could not move his hand and feet he could move his eyes. It was almost like 

whoever is doing this wanted him to saw everything. 

For the first time, in a long time, Azief felt powerless. It was like he was back in the past, when he was 

just a normal mortal. 

From the corner of his eyes, he saw light appears from the voids and tears of space. This light, wherever 

it passes, everything seems to be recover to its original state. 

Chapter 1250 - The Place In The Dream 

The debris of the moon, the fragments of the planets all in that one moment suddenly returns back to 

its position and it was like nothing had changed. 

Life force seems to fills the entire Universe and beyond. Light seems to illuminate every darkness. 

It is probably the brightest thing Azief had ever seen other than a quasar star. If he had mortal eyes, his 

eyes would be blind by now 

'What kind of power that is able to do this kind of thing? He thought to himself. 

He even saw that the void that was shrinking, the void that connects the past and the present, the void 

that Amara should go into is now widening. 

Azief could not move and could not see who did this. 

But there is no fear in his heart. Because the moment he felt that light, there is a certain calmness that 

soothe his heart. 

That he could not even feel fear. 

The light seems to spread as it covers every inch of the darkness of space. 

Then a word sounded 

'I think that is quite enough' the word seems playful and even a little bit happy. 

'Amara. I think you should forget about these things' the Word seems to echoes all over and Azief could 

that a certain change had happened to the Universe the moment those word was uttered 

Then he saw Amara seems to close her eyes involuntarily and falls down. 

As she falls down a cloud made of gaseous substances seems to appear out of nothingness and stop 

Amara from falling 

Amara lies on that cloud, appearing to be asleep. Then the clouds went toward that void of space time 

and enters it. Then the void shrinks completely. 

For a while, there is only silence in the area. Azief thinks that this time it was his turn. He still could not 

move his body 
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Then before he could prepare for it, he felt a force envelops his entire body and he seems to be pushed 

forward by that force. 

Sceneries beside him to flashes by and he could see rainbows like colors passing him by 

It reminds him of the description of traveling using the Bifrost of the Asgardians. He felt like a moment 

had passes. 

But even that moment felt like eternity. 

Even with all of his thoughts and concentration pushed to the extreme he could not see a glimpse of the 

sceneries that passes him by 

And then his speed accelerated to the point that he felt like he is slowly disintegrating. Space and time 

around him seems to melt away. 

And then everything went black 

A moment in an eternity, an eternity in a moment. 

That is what Azief felt and then suddenly he appears somewhere else. The moment he felt like he is solid 

again, he fell to the ground kneeling. 

His entire body felt like it was reassembled and assembled back. There is a feeling of dizziness, trembling 

and all around tiredness. 

'Haa. Haa…' he was panting, his chest heaving up and down. It was like he was back to being a mortal. 

Like he was drowned in water for the first time 

It took him a couple of minutes before he could calm down and make sure that he is on solid ground. He 

touches the ground. It is soil and grass. 

'Where am I?' he thought to himself. 

Azief is shocked and then he quickly tries to access his Divine Sense. But for some reason he could not 

use his Divine Sense. 

'Sometimes, it is better to appreciate little things, child' the word echoes in his ears and he was so 

shocked that he almost jumps away.  

He looks behind him but there is no one behind him. Then as he looks around he saw a hill in the 

distance. The hill is full of tall grass, looking green from the distance. 

There is a huge tree and under that tree is two tree stump. Sitting on one of the tree stump is a man. 

Azief could not see the face of that person and only then he realizes that his ability to see things far 

away did not work. 

The distance between him and the person on that hill is not that far away. 

But it is far away for a mortal. But he was so used to just squinting his eyes and see things a thousand 

miles away that suddenly not being able to do that feels very weird 



'Come see me' the voice echoes in his ears. 

This time he was not shocked. 

But if he is, he is doing a good job of not showing it. 

By now, Azief is quite sure that the one speaking to his ear is that person that is sitting on the tree 

stump. 

Azief knows something must have happened. One second he was in the galaxy fighting Amara, then the 

next he is here. 

'The Light….is that coming from this person?' he thought to himself 

He is not even sure whether this place is another Thought Consciousness Domain, or an illusion or 

something else. Because he could not use his Divine Sense or any of his ability. 

He felt the wind blowing, felt it on his cheek. He could feel the grass and everything felt so real. And he 

felt unease. He felt unease because he felt at ease. 

It is a contradictory feeling but the reason why he felt unease is precisely because he feels so at ease at 

this place. 

It was almost like this place is very inviting and make his heart warm 

This kind of thing that could affect his emotion, how could he not be scared. He did not think about it 

too long and began to walk uphill. Along the way, he could see flowers and bushes. 

He could feel the air. The air is clear and the scenery is very beautiful. In the distance he could see a 

forest and there is the Sun that is about to set. 

He did not run to the hill and instead taking his time. 

He was thinking but at the same time he marvels at this place 

This is probably the most ordinary place he had seen since the Fall. 

But for some reason he is marveled by it. 

Enchanted by it. 

He once saw a world full with auroras, saw a world that have divine beats flying across the clouds. 

When he saw it for the first time he was quite enchanted and marveled by it. But as he had seen it too 

many times, the awe and the marvel had all disappeared. 

But today, as he walks up toward the hills, seeing such an ordinary flower on the soils, feeling the wind 

and smelling the air of this place, he could feel all of his worries disappeared. 

He felt warm like he was at home. 

He then thought to himself 

Why would he feel such warmth in his heart? 



And then a second later, he got the question. Because he remembered something. 

'How could it be?' he mutters to himself as he looks around him, once again taking the sight. Seeing the 

sun setting in the distance, seeing the flower field and the hill with the large tree and two tree stump 

This is because this scenery, this kind of place, is the kind of ideal place in his mind 

In the past, when he was still a teenager, when the world felt too much for him, he would dream of a 

hill. 

It is not some kind of prophetic dream or dream that he had when he has as he was sleeping. 

It was more like a place he goes into his mind when he was overwhelmed by it all. He imagines a tree. A 

large tree with green leaves. Sometimes it a sycamore tree. 

Other times it is a pine tree. An evergreen tree most of the time. Then he would imagine a tree stump. 

Or a swing that is tied to the branches of that tree 

Below the hill would be flowers in variety of colors. 

The wind would blow his hair and he would smell the scent of flowers. There would be birds flying in the 

sky 

Everything is wonderful, colorful and bring peace to his heart 

In the distance, he would imagine that the sun is setting, the sunset light paints the sky red and orange 

And there must be a river so that he could hear the sound of the water. 

He imagines that such a place would have clear air and the wind would be breezy. 

That is the place where he goes to in his mind when the things in the world felt so heavy to him 

And as he was thinking of this, he could hear the sound of water and he was shocked. 

This place, the reason why he felt a warmth to it is because it is like that ideal place he thought of in his 

mind when he was a teenager. 

He never thinks of this place again after he finished high school. 

How could that person materialize such place? He thought to himself. He walks forward even with all of 

this question in his mind. 

Because he believes that the person on top of the hill would have the answer 

 


